
Mason Stevens Index Magnifier Instalments

ASX Code
Current Final 

Instalment
Instalment 
Valuation

Underlying 
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Rising 
Protection Floor

Protection 
Trigger

SFYSOX $21.8910 $22.6090 $44.50 $24.25 $26.68
SLFSOX $3.9352 $3.8148 $7.75 $4.13 $4.54
STWSOX $22.4713 $20.6587 $43.13 $23.63 $25.99
SYISOX $12.5589 $11.2311 $23.79 $12.72 $13.99

This material is made available by Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Limited (“CGMA”) ABN 64 003 114 832 and AFSL 240992, 

Participant of the ASX Group. The Financial Products referred to in this document are issued by CGMA.

All valuations are as of the valuation date indicated and represent an estimated mid-market or indicative unwind position for each 

transaction listed herein. A valuation is not an offer or recommendation to buy or sell, nor is it a price quotation at which a market

may exist or which we or any other counterparty may transact. Mid-market or indicative unwind valuations may be derived from

broker quotations or from proprietary models that take into consideration estimates about relevant present and future market

conditions as well as the size and liquidity of the position and any related actual or potential hedging transactions. Although the

the information is derived from sources we believe to be reliable, we do not assume responsibility to independently verify such 

sources. Valuations based upon other models or assumptions or calculated as of another date and time may yield significantly 

significantly different results.  Any of the valuations may be affected by our transactions either in similar or the underlying 

securities or other instrument(s) and/or be based on our own quotations. This valuation is provided as an accommodation for your

information purposes only.  It is intended solely for your use and may not be relied upon by third parties, unless otherwise stated

We expressly disclaim any responsibility for (i) the accuracy of the models, market data input into such models or estimates used

in deriving the valuations, (ii) any errors or omissions in computing or disseminating the valuations and (iii) any uses to which the 

valuations are put.  Furthermore we are not responsible for any loss or damage arising out of the use or reliance on this valuation

and expressly disclaim any liability for special or consequential damages arising out of the use or reliance upon this valuation. Due

Due to the varying size of bid-offer spreads, the mid-market valuation may be significantly higher (or lower) than the levels at which

which new transactions could be effected.  This valuation may take into account such factors as the length of time that has elapsed 

since a given transaction was entered into, potential reduction to us of market and other risks that may be realisable through an

unwind, and other product pricing considerations relevant to the specific transaction which may lead us to forego the full profit 

potentially realisable if the transaction ran full term.  Accordingly, these transactions may be valued at more attractive levels to you 

than we would quote to others or than would be available from other dealers.  Further, this valuation does not represent (i) the 

actual prices at which new transactions could be entered into, (ii) the actual prices at which the existing transactions could be 

liquidated or unwound, or (iii) an estimate of an amount that would be payable following the early termination date of any transaction.  

These valuations may differ from the prices we use to value our positions on our books and records or for purposes of collateral calls.

Citigroup may act as principal or agent, have positions in or buy or sell any Financial Products to which this valuation relates.  

Furthermore, Citigroup trading and hedging activity may affect the price and supply of the underlying Financial Product of this valuation.
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